IN THE CUT: BEING ASIAN AMERICAN DURING THIS PANDEMIC

A Word Find Puzzle by 신선영 辛善英 Sun Yung Shin

AFRAID

AID

ALIEN

ANXIETY

ASIA

ASSAULT

ASSISTANCE

ATTACK

BODY

BYSTANDER

CARE

COLONIAL

COMMUNITY

CONTAINMENT

COUNTRY

DEFORESTATION

DEPRESSION

DIRTY

DISABILITY

DISEASED

ELDERS

EXCLUSION

FILTHY

FOREIGN

HABITAT

OUTSIDE

TRAUMA

Harass

HATECRIMES

HEAL

Patriotism

VACCINE

HOLD

Protect

VIGILANCE

HOME

Protection

WARS

IMMIGRANT

QUARANTINE

WHITESUPREMACY

IMMUNOSUPPRESSED

Radical

WHOLE

IMPERIALISM

Refugee

WORK

INFECTED

Sacrifice

XENOPHOBIA

IMPERIALISM

SLEEP

YELLOWPERIL

INFECTED

SMUGGLER

* 80 of 80 words were placed into the puzzle.